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On the scientific bases around the world, about the information’s that say how much carbohydrate to consume for matches and how 
much carbohydrate to consume for training into the soccer players is still not clear. This way, this can be one of reasons why soccer ath-
letes have a low energy intake [1], consuming wrong calorie amounts during pre-season situations [2]. Knowing that elite soccer players 
have 42% increase in total energy expenditure during matches compared to training [3], becomes interesting to understand match load 
is different to training load, and the calorie intake also should be different into this events. What can to prove this difference appears be 
related to matches intensity, but not only due the applied speed also due the power that athlete needs to impose on field. Because during 
matches, elite soccer players have a twenty six percent increase in total distance covered at high power compared to training correspond-
ing to forty two percent increase in total energy expenditure [4]. 

A recent study assessed the energy expenditure and dietary intake over a 14 days in 41 professionals soccer players playing in the 
Dutch Premier League and checked carbohydrate intake was higher during match days (5.1 ± 1.7 g. kg-1 body mass) compared with train-
ing (3.9 ± 1.5 g. kg-1 body mass) and rest days (3.7 ± 1.4 g. kg-1 body mass) [5], demonstrating that athletes already empirically perform a 
certain periodization of caloric consumption. But the question that remains is: “do elite soccer athletes periodize carbohydrate consump-
tion according to the different loads between training sessions and matches?”.

Well, calorie demands obey the loads of sporting events, thinking about it a recent study evaluated the intensity zones in 10 elite soc-
cer players on the different types of soccer trainings, proving that athletes remained a higher time percentage in the low-intensity zone in 
technical training compared to tactical training [6], i.e. it can be said that soccer athletes apply different intensities in matches compared 
to training, and into different soccer training types. Therefore, the intensities applied by elite soccer players tend vary if athlete is playing 
or training, if match is friendly, qualifying, or competitive and whether the training is technical, tactical or training-match.

Therefore, apply carbohydrates periodization strategies based on training weeks and matches on the season as recently demonstrated 
[7] is very important to make prescriptions more flexible based on required need for each work. Thinking about the training periods de-
mand, a recent article brings carbohydrates offers into 3 to 5 g CHO. kg-1. day-1 [8,9], and, thinking about on match load, using up to 3 days 
before, can be prescribe for carbohydrate intakes to increase muscle glycogen storage a consumption 8 to 12 g CHO. kg-1. day-1 [10]. In 
summary, the image 1 brings a proposal of the carbohydrate amount that the elite soccer player should be intake for improve their match 
and training performance.
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Image 1: A proposal of the carbohydrate amount for elite soccer players in match days and training days.
Abbreviations: CHO: Carbohydrates; BW: Body Weight.
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